Growing Security and Security Studies in Nigeria: Proposal and Seminar Defence
My persistent complaint against students’ works since the commencement of proposal
and seminar defence in the Security Studies Unit of the Institute is the paucity of security
studies works in conceptualisation, theorisation and in the methodology. Indeed while
this shortcomings affects resource persons and students alike, it is not for lack of resource
material – books, journals etc - that can be used to address this. It is the unwillingness to
begin a programme of relearning security and security studies on the part of the resource
persons who are expected to guide the students.
I said relearning security because there is an assumption out there that resource persons
and students know security. This is wrong because this knowledge was the product of
socialisation into a security perception under military rule and/or the knowledge derived
from exposure to international affairs. This knowledge did not derive from any
programme of studies.
What is evident on the part of both resource persons and students is their insistence to
rely on the knowledge they garnered through various sources other than learning in the
four walls of the school. I have subtly complained and compared with other programme
of studies in order to demonstrate the need to begin to see things they way it should be
seen in security studies. My complaint did not go unnoticed as it incessantly caused
plenty angst among the resource persons especially and to a lesser extent the students.
One particular presentation was worth remembering and commenting on. This was
because the resource persons’ seemingly acquiesced to the antics of students most of
whose motivation for enrolling in the programme was anything but growing the
knowledge of security studies in order to impact practice that was not in the first place in
tandem with the reality outside where security and security studies have existed for several
decades and the yet-to-be-determined reality of Nigeria where the seeds of security
studies is being planted.
My critique of the work – on legislative oversight of intelligence - stemmed from the
obvious shortcomings manifestly concealed in the ignorance associated with the novelty
of security studies and/or the complacence occasioned by this ignorance and the
corruption it engendered in the process. Let me declare that I have nothing personal
about the work or that of others who came before.
I chose to focus on the work because of the arrogance with which the preceding opening
comment accompanied the corky way the presenter looked around seeming to seeking
support from the panel that had urged him on either because the knew less or because it
did not matter to them anyway. It was for the candidate a victory. Let me assure the
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student that it was a temporary victory. This is because the comments I made would be
revisited in the subsequent progress or regress of the work.
I have always stated that my interest in security studies predated the establishment of the
graduate programme of security and strategic studies of the Institute. My intervention in
the work to which the student took exception, like others before and after, was borne out
of what I called my nearly a decade edge over others in researching, writing and speaking
on security and in the last two years teaching security. It was above all borne of my
abiding interest to ensure that we – students and resource persons – grow security studies
in this Institute, University and Nigeria.
Take the topic you in question for instance. It is deficient in conception, theoretical
underpinning and in the conscious attempt to unify theory and practice. I shall explain
each and draw my conclusion.
The work examined legislative oversight of the intelligence community in Nigeria. The
choice of focus was the Department of State Services. What was the basis of this focus?
Was it because there was a groundswell of complaints from the members of the public
against the DSS infringing on the rights of the people? Was it because the legislature
representing the people notice certain activities that should be investigated in its oversight
function? Has the work of the DSS grown sufficiently in its infringement and its nuisance
value in the society that this democracy had issues with perhaps out of public complaints
to elicit the intervention of the legislature? What was the basis for this ‘problem’ the work
seeks to investigate?
Apart from the attempt to fulfil the requirement for the award of the degree on offer,
there was no problem to investigate. The mistake students make is to look for topic and
begin to look for problem in the society to match the topic. It should be the other way
round. Read/study, observe and think around the issues in the context of the discipline –
security studies – and hit on the problem in the society and from there coin a topic to
investigate. It is not possible to coin a topic and begin to look for the problem. In the case
under focus, this problem does not exist. Indeed even if it exists, the proposal has not
been able to link this with security studies within the general literature on security studies
and within the Nigerian context.
What is security in the work? What is a security study in the work? What is the
connection or link between security and intelligence? What is the link between
intelligence and legislative oversight? There was no engagement of these in the literature
of security studies. At this stage one cannot assume one is knowledgeable. And one does
not expect others to assume they know. If one do know there was no need to come to
the school. The essence of this – one’s own knowledge - is to test the knowledge within
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existing knowledge base. Nigeria has nothing in terms of knowledge base on security
studies. Other societies have security studies that can provide the basis for testing this
knowledge. Have we done this?
The United States of America has dealt with issues of security, intelligence and legislative
oversight officially since 1976. Other European societies have followed this a few years
later. The examples in the United States abound where citizens had complained about the
conduct of numerous intelligence agencies – the US has over 15 such outfits - handling
different aspects of what it described as its national security. They included issues of
privacy, constitutional infringement etc. Lately, the National Security Agency responsible
for electronics surveillance had come under intense scrutiny from the public and the
United States Congress.
There is a robust engagement with the problem from the point of view of the media, civil
society, and legislature and there have been studies conducted into the issue. There is a
definite security context in the US that goes back to the time before 1947 and since 1947
the United States has established in theory and practice a sense of what they described as
national security. National security is predicated on US engagement with the rest of the
world. In terms of academic discourses of the issues of security, the US has had over six
decades of growing the field of security studies. The theory that stands out in the United
States security is realism in its most diverse form.
What is the situation with Nigeria in this context? Most of the examples cited derived
from the United States and not Nigeria. Is this evidence that there is a problem to be
investigated in the work?
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